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Merchandising materials and samples are for general reference only and representative of a product’s potential characteristics. Tile is subject to variation in color/shade, size, texture, and finish. Field, 
mosaic and trim tile may not match exactly. Blend tiles from different boxes to achieve consistent shade distribution. Installer and end user must conduct a dry mock layout under proper lighting 
conditions to inspect the product. Installation constitutes product acceptance. Improper installation, application, use, care and maintenance voids warranty. Reference the TCNA Handbook and ANSI 
for installation guidance. Please visit alysedwards.com for current product information. We reserve the right to make product changes at any time without notice.

Chinchilla - CHI Cloudy - CLO Flannel - FLA
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Available Colors

Fleece - FLE Pantera - PAN White Carrera - WHC

AECBLECIR••• 
10” Talking in Circles
Natural Stone Field Tile
(To be used with Point)

Available Sizes

AECBLEPOI•••
81⁄4” x 4” Get to the Point
(To be used with Circle)

Layout Concepts for Talking in Circles
andGet to the Point

Floor: Pantera Talking In Circles with Fleece Get to the Point
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Merchandising materials and samples are for general reference only and representative of a product’s potential characteristics. Tile is subject to variation in color/shade, size, texture, and finish. Field, 
mosaic and trim tile may not match exactly. Blend tiles from different boxes to achieve consistent shade distribution. Installer and end user must conduct a dry mock layout under proper lighting 
conditions to inspect the product. Installation constitutes product acceptance. Improper installation, application, use, care and maintenance voids warranty. Reference the TCNA Handbook and ANSI 
for installation guidance. Please visit alysedwards.com for current product information. We reserve the right to make product changes at any time without notice.

Chinchilla - CHI Cloudy - CLO Flannel - FLA

Available Colors

Fleece - FLE Pantera - PAN White Carrera - WHC

Available Sizes

AECBLERIG••• 
12” x 12” x 17” I’m Always Right
Natural Stone Field Tile

Layout Concepts for Talking in Circles and Get to the Point

Floor: I’m Always Right with Cloudy, Fleece, and Pantera


